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Reflections of Another’s Childhood
Leanna McCarthy

It’s like that kid
in the fifth grade photo
looking like a poplar
among shrubs,
not a giant among men
but a solitary lamppost midway down a crowded street.
It’s that awkward bend
in the back when he
walks that flips
the photo album of eternity
back with a springy fwap
to that time when
what’s his name set the firecracker
off and blew out Mr. Johnson’s car window.
It’s only like that though.
It isn’t, of course, quite that way. 

Boom and rumble go the wind’s windows,
cabin moist buffer against
the darkness.
Two eyes stare back at me
from the pages:
 They are my own. 

Dedication

For the second generation of High Altitude Poetry from 
the third: thank you to Rob and Colin for your guid-
ance throughout this year, your long-time involvement in 
HAP, and your fantastic poetry. Because of your efforts, 
HAP continues to provide a community for SFU poets. 
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The Perfect Bolus
Shazia Peermohamed

I spend the early hours of my birthday,
thinking about how many
train rides I will have been on. 
And times spent 
passing by 
parallel tubelights in black tunnels,
that seem like a ribcage
expanding to breathe me in,
so I can find myself, 
somehow
in that gullet of life 
where each stop pushes me further
down,
churning me to be that 
perfect bolus.
Production way
isn’t named that 
for nothing.
I am just one, in many
who are manufactured to be
bachelor degree
intellectuals. 
My education won’t break
the system.

These bus rides
give the illusion
of triumphing over 
that hill; 
a mere curve of the intestine.
I know
I will be an excretion;
a full time (part-time is not okay) worker,
an educated robot 
who gets sexy
for the industry 
at 8 a.m.
(perfume please).
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A Briefest History of Time
Sean Wilkinson

Inside we sat next to each other 
 on my parents’ couch
and she told me the same stories 
 she’d been telling for the past ten years—

only these days she had to type them out,
 a patient female automaton compensating 
for her lack of control 
 over tongue and throat.

That was the day she told me
 her new story
about how

ONE    BY   ONE   YOUR   MUSCLES   STOP 
WORKING   AND    WHEN   IT     HAPPENS 
TO    YOUR    HEART    THEN    YOU    ARE 
DONE.

(That’s how it looked 
 on the LCD screen).

Our Mornings
Maureen Watt

Read my words with your mouth
And I shall eat your breakfast with my eyes
You say a fat person shouldn’t watch so much breakfast
While I say that a thoughtless person shouldn’t eat so many 
words
Your eggs are untouched by you
And my newspaper unread by me
Why the heck did we get out of bed?
Eight am is a starving hour
For my hungry stomach
And your empty head
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Soccer with Mother Earth
Shiraz Ramji

We are soccer players
We are team players

We team with coaches and trainers
To learn about the humanity of the game:
To develop skills, respect players, and enjoy the game

We team with families and friends
To nurture and nourish 
The love and passion for the game 

We team with physiotherapists
To learn the art of 
Stretching and preventive fitness

We team with water
For dip of one minute hot, 
two minutes cold 
To recover and restore muscular flexibility

We team with Mother Earth
To enjoy the evergreen beauty 
Of the soccer field

We team with coaches and trainers
to shake hands
with the opposite team
To reflect the non-violent spirit of the game

We team with coaches and trainers
To welcome family and friends of both teams
To enjoy the game in the spirit of a healthy lifestyle

We team with each other 
To score goals 
And defend the goalie

We team with coaches and trainers 
to shake hands
with the opposite team
To deflate emotions of victory and loss of the game

We are soccer players
We are team players
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Anew
Henry Bee

The barren—barrier—between—bases—
breaks;

when a line is drawn
in the middle.

Done.
Separated.

Begun.
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The Lost and Found
Henry Bee

Come with me
on this journey to become known
and attract great fans 
for we are on a mission to hit a grand slam.

We must make haste in this fountain of youth.
Resonating in the higher plain of love
enjoying the clear view, the fragrances
in the air – lifts.

But all the while we are made hollow
by this system you and I created –
encapsulating the world in a jello.

We must decide if we are headed
back to the origin of it all

Or –
do we continue to live out our own story,
creating our own universe,
our own self.

Until we, 
having exhausted all experiences, all perspectives,
and climbed atop every mountain peak
realize the vanity of it all, then
like a teenage angst – 
forever waiting to achieve maximum hurt –
bursting out of a need to 
be redefined,
we realize our
one
and only mistake:
to remain lost and never be found.
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Powerslide
Colin Stewart

i was driving along  
the highway at 150 clicks 
when i realized i was going 
the wrong way  

i jerked up on the handbrake 
cranked the wheel hard right 
and spun – 
mad spirals 
a helicopter, tail rotor ruined –
with no way to know 
which way i’d face 
when this powerslide 
came to close – 
the same way i started? 
the reverse? 
or somewhere in between?

Hastings and Carral
Rob Taylor

it seems entirely appropriate
how we slow to stops,
lean out our windows,
shake and curse.

how we ask questions,
check our wrist watches,
mumble the Lord’s name.

how we turn the corner slowly
and wind through back streets -
a lurching procession around this intersection

where an ambulance only now begins
to pull away and a forensics team
squats to capture roll upon roll.
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